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LENSS – Real-Time Effective Alerts for Successful Global Communications
The immediacy of delivered information saves lives. Too many are hung up with complex
communications and protocols, it is simply being able to create an important message or have at
your fingertip’s current information in real time. Yes, it is always about time, the ticking clock
means the action is demanded now!
The successful Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution is now available as a commercial
secure communications platform which is necessary for this age of aggressive social concerns,
‘soft targets’, concerns from domestic terrorism, terrorists and all familiar domestic disputes or
disgruntled employee/client. These are front and center, right on your doorstep and when they
occur, direct communications have never been so vital.
I know you have been approached by mobile phone providers, private communications
companies all claiming they have the answer, they do not have the necessary solution.
No one needs direct real-time communications more than law enforcement and that is where
LENSS started and was conceived by former police officers. This has a proven track record and
is what is required and demanded in light of violent events in cities around the world.
It has many facets, so let us start with a simple means of knowing who is entering your facility if
they are a concern or maybe banned. Important events of concern can be shared immediately
to all your staff. Immediately means in under fifteen (15) seconds via SMS text and/or email.
This includes the details of the event or person, a captured photograph and even Geo-Fence an
area that locks in the zone of concern. This event is then communicated to law enforcement in
the same manner with the same information regarding the item of concern.
This is distributed across all of your corporate facilities or as a group of hotels, casinos, event or
sports centers, retail stores, business facilities, university/college grounds/buildings, and even a
cruise ship. Yes, anywhere that you need solid disseminated vital information.
Shall we communicate? We know you have needs, let us discuss the answers…
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